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What happens when you’re NOT in control of your business data…

“UK Government dept - Two computer 
discs holding the personal details of all 
families in the UK with a child under 16 
have gone missing. 

The Child Benefit data on them 
includes name, address, date of birth, 
National Insurance number and, where 
relevant, bank details of 25 million 
people….”

“UK Government dept - Two computer 
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have gone missing. 

The Child Benefit data on them 
includes name, address, date of birth, 
National Insurance number and, where 
relevant, bank details of 25 million 
people….”

“UK NHS - Dozens of women were 
told wrongly that their smear test had 
revealed a separate infection after a 
hospital error, an independent inquiry 
has found…. 

…Confusion arose because the 
hospital decided to use a code 
number to signify "no infections", not 
realizing that it was already in use at 
the health authority where it meant 
"multiple infections". 
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“CHARLOTTE, N.C. – A major US Bank 
has lost computer data tapes 
containing personal information on up 
to 1.2 million federal employees, 
including some members of the U.S. 
Senate.

The lost data includes Social Security 
numbers and account information that 
could make customers of a federal 
government charge card program 
vulnerable to identity theft….”
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“US Supermarket chain - Hackers have 
stolen 4.2 million credit and debit card 
details from a US supermarket chain by 
swiping the data during payment 
authorization transmissions in stores.

“US Supermarket chain - Hackers have 
stolen 4.2 million credit and debit card 
details from a US supermarket chain by 
swiping the data during payment 
authorization transmissions in stores.

“FRANCE - Rogue trader accused of 
the world's biggest banking fraud was 
on the run last night after fake 
accounts with losses of £3.7 billion 
were uncovered. The trader used his 
knowledge of the bank’s control 
procedures to hack into its computers 
and erase all traces of his alleged 
fraud.

….Mr Leeson said: "Rogue trading is 
probably a daily occurrence within the 
financial markets. What shocked me 
was the size. I never believed it would 
get to this degree of loss."
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“WASHINGTON – The FINRA 
announced today that it has censured 
and fined a Financial Services 
company  $370,000, for making 
hundreds of late disclosures to 
FINRA’s Central Registration 
Depository (CRD) of information 
about its brokers, including customer 
complaints, regulatory actions and 
criminal disclosures. "Investors, 
regulators and others rely heavily on 
the accuracy and completeness of the 
information in the CRD public 
reporting system - and, in turn, the 
integrity of that system depends on 
timely and accurate reporting by 
firms," 
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…. Resulting in a broad range of potentially life threatening consequences
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Poor Internal 

Controls..
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Financial ruin, 
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The Integrated Data Management SolutionThe Integrated Data Management Solution
5 essentials for protection and privacy5 essentials for protection and privacy

Discover Location of 

Sensitive Data

Mask data in non-

production 

environments 

Monitor database 

activity & assess 

vulnerabilities

Encrypt files in 

database 

environments

Redact unstructured 

data in documents

Protect sensitive 
structured data in 
non-production 

environments (for 
dev, testing, 
offshore dev)

Strengths:

� Best practice for 

protecting sensitive 

data and supporting 
the testing process

� Mask information in 

1 or many places 
using realistic values

� Reduce impact of 

internal and external 
data breaches

Provide essential 
safeguards to 

protect high value 
databases across 

heterogeneous 
environments

Strengths:

� Continuous, real-

time database access 
and activity monitoring

�Policy-based 

controls to detect 

unauthorized or 
suspicious activity

�Vulnerability 

assessment, change 
auditing & blocking

Protect database 
files to control the 
“who, what, when, 
where, and how”

data can be 
accessed

Strengths:

� Encrypt files with 

minimal application 
impact

�Separation of duties 

for role efficiency –
DBA vs IT Security 

�Unified policy and 

key management for 
central administration

Protect stand-
alone or embedded 

unstructured 
sensitive data in 

forms and 
documents

Strengths:

� Support redaction of 

textual, graphical, and 
form based data 

� Increase efficiency 

via automation and 

reduce cost of manual 
redaction 

� Control the data 

viewed by each user 
with policy rules

Automating the 
detection of 

sensitive data and 
enterprise data 
relationships

Strengths:

� Discover hidden 

data relationships to 

define business 
groupings of data  

�Automate detection 
of sensitive data 

�Reverse engineer 

transformation logic 

and prototype data 
consolidation rules 

Satisfy compliance and regulatory mandates
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Defense in Depth to protect your information

Attacks have moved beyond external 
hackers to internal breaches

�Protect the data at the source

•Optim Data Privacy
•Masking to protect sensitive data

•Optim Data Growth Solution
•Data Retention and archiving

•Guardium for Z Auditing
•Data Audit and monitoring

•Guardium Data Encryption for 

IMS and DB2 databases
•Single tool for data encryption for IMS and 

DB2

•Tivoli SIEM (Security Information Event 
Management)

•Compliance enterprise reporting

•Infosphere Data Architect

•Capture Governance metadata
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Masking Data with Optim
Data Privacy
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IBM InfoSphere Optim Data Masking Solution

� Protect sensitive 

information from misuse 

and fraud

� Prevent data breaches 

and associated fines

� Achieve better data 

governance

� Protect confidential data 

used in test, training & 

development systems

� Implement proven data 

masking techniques

� Support compliance with 

privacy regulations

� Solution supports custom 

& packaged ERP 

applications

Requirements

Benefits

De-identify sensitive information

with realistic but fictional data for 
testing & development purposes

Personal identifiable 

information is masked

with realistic but fictional 

data for testing & 

development purposes.

JASON  MICHAELSJASON  MICHAELS ROBERT  SMITHROBERT  SMITH
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�� IBM Optim Data Privacy Solution for z/OS v2.1IBM Optim Data Privacy Solution for z/OS v2.1
– The core data privacy solutions for custom DB2 z/OS applications

�� IBM Optim Data Privacy Solution PCI Module for z/OS v2.1IBM Optim Data Privacy Solution PCI Module for z/OS v2.1
– A subset of the IBM Optim Data Privacy Solutionsptim Data Privacy Solutions

– Supports Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 6 and 7

– Contains all Replacement Data

– Only a subset of the Identify Model data privacy policies are included
• Person, Credit Card, Address, Email, National ID and Names

– The Date and Scramble model data privacy policies are not included

�� IBM IBM OptimOptim Data Privacy Solution for z/OS for SAP v1.2.2Data Privacy Solution for z/OS for SAP v1.2.2
– Contains all the core functionality of the Data Privacy Solution

– Contains pre-packaged models and services for SAP R/3 4.6C & 4.7

– Has not been migrated to v2.1

– Does not use the new v2.1 architecture

– Still uses the v1.2 architecture and user interfaces

Optim Data Privacy z/OS SolutionsOptim Data Privacy z/OS Solutions
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Auditing Data Access on 
z/OS
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Why Do Organizations Buy Database Activity Monitoring?

1. Someone told them they have to (regulations – auditors)

2. They’re tired of the cost & effort of doing it manually (no time, spending 

lots of money, other DBA’s priorities)

3. They know it’s the right thing to do, long-term (optimization, secure 

controls, mitigate threats)
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Customer Challenges: Auditing on z/OS
• Regulatory pressures to demonstrate adequate controls

– Especially around privileged users (DBAs, SYSADMs, …)

• Most z/OS environments have minimal auditing

– Requires significant manual effort by DBAs

• RACF sometimes perceived as sufficient security control, but RACF 

does not:

– Prevent unauthorized update if the user has authority to the data

– Prevent access to sensitive data that is not within scope of their job

– Capture a granular audit trail of what the user did while accessing DB2

• Does not support Separation of Duties (SoD) + represents security 

risk and exposure

• DB2 trace processes managed by DBAs that are being monitored

13
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Is this Really a problem on Z?

• We’ve enjoyed 45+ years of no known external hacking on 

mainframes!

• System Z is the most secure platform, right?

• RACF keeps the baddies out

• Our DBAs control all the auditing  
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What we hear:

–"We control who is connected to the DB2 SYSADM group and we know what 
those people are authorized to do"

– “We have RACF!”

• Yes, but…

–RACF does two things: 

� Prevents people from accessing a resource that is not essential or appropriate for their 
jobs

� Allows people access to the necessary data to do their jobs

–But RACF does NOT:

� Prevent a malicious update if the user has authority to the data.

� Prevent an authorized user from accessing sensitive data that is NOT within the scope of 
their job.E.g. a bank teller looks up the CEOs bank balance or personal customer 
information

� Provide meaningful information about access to protected DB2 resources (authorized or 
not)

–Auditors will want proof that your solution is (and remains) unbiased throughout 
its life span, and that it provides segregation of duties

–It only takes one employee or contractor to accidently or maliciously divulge the 
data

You need both robust security and fine-grained auditing in order to adequately 
protect the database environment .

Questions we are often asked…
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Questions we are often asked…

Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?

Who watches the watchers?
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Discover Location of 

Sensitive Data

Monitor database 

activity

Encrypt files in 

database 

environments

Vulnerability 

Assessment

Provide essential 
safeguards

Strengths:

� Continuous, real-time 

database access and 

activity monitoring

�Policy-based controls 

to detect unauthorized 

or suspicious activity

�Workflow to satisfy 

compliance 

requirements

High performance 
data encryption

Strengths:

� Encrypt files with 

minimal application 

impact

�Separation of duties 

for role efficiency –

DBA vs IT Security 

�Unified policy and 

key management for 

central administration

Assess Risk and 
provide 

remediation 
recommendations

Strengths:

�Configuration and 

security best practices 

�Patch management 

verification

�Custom SQL 

Assessment tests

�Supports System z 

and distributed

Automating the 
detection of 

sensitive data

Strengths:

�Automate detection 

of sensitive data 

�Integrate objects 

within Security 

Policies

�Integrates with 

InfoSphere Discovery 

to build business 

object and data 

relationships 

Satisfy compliance and regulatory mandates

InfoSphere Guardium
InfoSphere

Guardium DAM

Guardium Data 

Encryption for DB2 & 

IMS

InfoSphere

Guardium VA

Security & 
Privacy

Guardium Data Security Portfolio for System z
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Collector

Real time database monitoring & protection 

� Separation of Duties

� No DBMS or application changes

� Does not rely on DBMS-resident logs that 

can easily be erased by attackers, rogue 

insiders

� 100% visibility including local DBA access

� Minimal performance impact 

� Cross-DBMS solution

� Granular, real-time policies & auditing

– Who, what, when, how

� Automated compliance reporting, 

sign-offs and escalations (financial 

regulations, PCI DSS, data privacy 

regulations, etc.)

Host-based 

Probes (S-TAPs)

��
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S-TAP 

for VSAM

Integration with LDAP, 
IAM, IBM Tivoli, IBM 
TSM, Remedy, …

Scalable Multi-Tier Architecture

Broadening and Enhancing Support for System z

S-TAP 

for IMS

S-TAP 

for DB2/z
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Guardium for z – (2) components

1. Guardium hardware or software appliances
– Securely stores audit data collected by mainframe task (S-TAP)
– Provides analytics, reporting & compliance workflow automation

• Offloads audit data processing from mainframe

– Integrated with Guardium enterprise architecture
• Centralized, cross-platform audit repository for enterprise-wide analytics and compliance reporting 

across System z & distributed environments 
(Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, Informix, Sybase, MySQL, Teradata)

2. S-TAP for System z
– Mainframe task
– Collects  and streams audit data to Collector appliance
– Leverages existing IBM DB2/z collection technology
– In the Guardium context, we order 5655-xxx

S-TAP

1

2
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DB2 

Subsystem
Administration

Repository

Audited DB2

Subsystem

ASC 

Audit SQL 

Collector

Guardium z 

Collector

S-TAP

Audit Server

S-TAP

Agent

DB2 IFI 

Collection 

Auth/.CMD/

Utilities

Guardium S-TAP for DB2 on z/OS Architecture 

Audited 

Table

TCP/IP

STREAMING 

Process

Collection 

Profiles
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Guardium S-TAP for IMS on z/OS  - New(ish) Product

� Introducing new S-TAP for collecting IMS DB events

�What IMS events can we collect?  

• Databases 

• READ accesses to databases

• Changes, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE calls

• Same for IMS Batch jobs and IMS Online regions

• Segments

• Ability to audit and report READ, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE calls on 

specific database segments

• Access to IMS related information outside of IMS control

� When a call is to be collected, the relevant information is gathered and 

streamed to the Guardium for z appliance
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Guardium z 

Collector

S-TAP Windows 

Administration 

GUI

S-TAP Server 
and 

Collectors

Data collection,  
filtering, and 
delivery

Guardium S-TAP for IMS on z/OS Architecture (1)

SMF Data

IMS Online 
Regions

Audited 

DB/Segments

IMS DL/1 
Batch 
Regions

Recon  Data

Audited 

DB/Segments

TCP/IP

STREAMING 

Process
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Guardium S-TAP for VSAM on  z/OS  - New(ish) Product

New S-TAP for collecting VSAM events

•Useful for monitoring datasets related to the DBMS and access bypassing the DBMS
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Guardium S-TAP for VSAM on z/OS Architecture 

CONTROL DS

OPTIONS 

RULEDEFS

RULEDEFB

Audited

Tables

VSAM

z/OS

Audited

VSAM

TCP/IP

Collection

Policy

SYSTEM EXITS

SMF EXITS

IEFU83 IEFU84

IEFU85

AGENT

S-TAP STC

Guardium

Appliance

FILTER EVENT DATA
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Guardium Vulnerability Assessment 

Based on best practices
� Cost effectively improve the security of mainframe environments by conducting  

automated database vulnerability assessment tests

• Packaged tests to detect vulnerabilities including inappropriate privileges, grants, 

default accounts, etc..  

• Capabilities enabling the development of custom tests

� Based on industry standards such as STIG and CIS

� Management of mainframe VA testing from central InfoSphere Guardium console 

for enterprise-wide  control

• Configuration and scheduling of mainframe tests

� Integrated with other InfoSphere Guardium elements for  improved process 

efficiency, including Compliance Workflow Automation and audit repository

� Based on DB2 Development at SVL, DISA STIG and CIS security standards

• Server defaults

• Patch levels

• OS and DBMS Vulnerability Assessment
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VA Report for DB2 on System z
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InfoSphere Guardium Value Propositions:

Guardium provides auditors the ability to access the audit 
repository and with full authority to run reports and  investigate 
any action.  Can completely eliminate privileged user from the 
reporting process

Guardium provides auditors the ability to access the audit 
repository and with full authority to run reports and  investigate 
any action.  Can completely eliminate privileged user from the 
reporting process

Proactive, Efficient & Proactive, Efficient & 

Effective Activity Effective Activity 

ResponseResponse

Risk Reduction:         Risk Reduction:         

Internal Privileged Internal Privileged 

UsersUsers

Risk Reduction:               Risk Reduction:               

Financial Crimes & Financial Crimes & 

Fraud ProtectionFraud Protection

Audit & Monitoring:  Audit & Monitoring:  

Operational Operational 

EffectivenessEffectiveness

Regulations change each year requiring changes to mainframe 
auditing functionality and procedures.  A significant data breach 
can occur at any time.  Having a system to handle any future 
need is essential to success

Regulations change each year requiring changes to mainframe 
auditing functionality and procedures.  A significant data breach 
can occur at any time.  Having a system to handle any future 
need is essential to success

Roadmap, Roadmap, 

Governance, Governance, 

Advanced Advanced 

FunctionalityFunctionality

Guardium provides full capability to audit any data used by any 
user. This audit info can be used for any fraud investigations. 
Guardium has the ability to audit end-users and audit what they 
viewed, selected, changed

Guardium provides full capability to audit any data used by any 
user. This audit info can be used for any fraud investigations. 
Guardium has the ability to audit end-users and audit what they 
viewed, selected, changed

Guardium monitoring cannot be evaded by any privileged user 
even those with Super Administrator IDs.  Complete separation of
duties ensures all activity is seen & alerted when anything 
suspicious happens in real-time. 

Guardium monitoring cannot be evaded by any privileged user 
even those with Super Administrator IDs.  Complete separation of
duties ensures all activity is seen & alerted when anything 
suspicious happens in real-time. 

Guardium provides full audit data collection processes with rules-
based alerting that correlates abnormal/suspicious activity.  
These features will provide  the maximum risk reduction across 
all mainframe data sources

Guardium provides full audit data collection processes with rules-
based alerting that correlates abnormal/suspicious activity.  
These features will provide  the maximum risk reduction across 
all mainframe data sources
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Encryption is a technique used to help protect data from unauthorized access

� Data that is not encrypted is referred to as “clear text”

� Clear text is encrypted by processing with a “key” and an encryption algorithm
– Several standard algorithms exist, include DES, TDES and AES

� Keys are bit streams that vary in length
– For example AES supports 128, 192 and 256 bit key lengths

Encryption Process

Encryption algorithm

(e.g. AES)

Clear Text Cipher Text 

(Encrypted 

Data)

Decryption Process

Encryption algorithm

Cipher Text

Clear Text

Key 

Key 
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InfoSphere Guardium Data Encryption 
for DB2 & IMS Databases 

� Provides user-customizable EDITPROCs for DB2 

� Works at the DB2 row level 

� Provides user customizable segment edit exits for IMS

� Works at the IMS segment level 

� Conforms to the existing z/OS security model

� Application Transparent

� Exploits zSeries Crypto Hardware features and corresponding Integrated Cryptographic 

Services Facility (ICSF) technologies, resulting in low overhead encryption/decryption 
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Example of a table without encryption - Rows accessed via SQL
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External print of the tablespace container showing unencrypted table 

and clear text exposure of data
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Example of a table with encryption - Rows accessed via SQL

and results presented to application requestor as cleartext

Each SQL request will invoke the EDITPROC and result in cleartext being

presented back to any AUTHORIZED requestor
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External print of the tablespace container showing encrypted table 

and Cybertext data without exposure of data
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InfoSphere Guardium Data Encryption
for DB2 and IMS Databases

� Existing implementation uses DB2 EDITPROC for row level encryption

– Application Transparent

– Acceptable overhead when accessing any column in table

– No Additional Security

– Table must be dropped and reloaded to add EDITPROC

– Indexes not encrypted

� New Functionality User Defined Function (UDF) for column level encryption

– Requires changes to SQL when accessing encrypted column

– High overhead when accessing encrypted column, no overhead on non-encrypted columns

– Can secure UDF in RACF for additional security

– Index Encryption

– Data encrypted in place

– Implementation can be less disruptive that other approaches (SQL based)

– See document at:  http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21586761&aid=1
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ibm.com/guardium


